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Abstract  

In this paper we derive a model for the joint endogeneity of centrally contracted wages 
and wage drift in which central union attempts to reduce wage dispersion plays a pivotal 
role. Empirical results demonstrate that union efforts to level wage differentials exerted 
large positive effects on both centrally negotiated wage changes and wage drift. We also 
show that wage drift was accurately predicted and fully incorporated into central wage 
agreements. Central bargaining therefore dominated the wage inflation process. After the 
breakdown of central bargaining in 1983, however, the influence of conventional market 
forces on wage formation was magnified. 

JEL classification: J30; J31; J50; J51 
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I. Introduction 

Apart from full employment, economic equality traditionally was the most 
important goal of the Swedish Social Democratic Party (SAP) and the central 
organization of blue-collar trade unions (LO), the twin pillars of Swedish demo- 
cratic socialism and for nearly a half century the dominant actors in the country's 
political economy. Pursuit of equality by the Swedish Social Democrats helped 
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fuel development of one of the most powerful tax-transfer systems and most 
comprehensive public sectors in the developed democracies. For the central trade 
union organization, pursuit of equality meant attempts to level wage differentials 
through negotiation of framework wage agreements with the central confederation 
of employers (SAF). As Rudolf Meidner, who for many years directed LO's  
Research Department, put it: "The history of wages policy is the story of the 
efforts on the part of a pragmatic trade union movement to transform a sophisti- 
cated ideology of equality into a reality for the labour market and the national 
economy" (Meidner, 1974, p. 30). 

Although equality of distribution evidently was a vital union goal, it has 
received scant attention in academic analyses of wage formation, whether focused 
on Sweden or other countries with similar ideological and institutional milieus. 
The objective of this paper is to assess the dimensions of LO's  efforts to impose 
egalitarian norms on market wage distribution, and to model the consequences of 
these efforts for rates of centrally contracted wage change, decentralized wage 
drift, and total wage inflation. 

In the first sections of the paper we calibrate LO's  attempts to reduce dispersion 
of relative wages by formalizing the central framework wage agreements. We then 
show that the downward trend of wage dispersion built into the central agreements 
conforms closely to observed trends. In subsequent sections we develop a model 
for the joint endogeneity of centrally contracted wage changes and projected wage 
drift, and establish empirically the dominant influence of central wage formation 
on the course of total wage inflation. The scale of LO's  attempts to shrink 
dispersion of relative wages has a pivotal role in the model, and it exerted large 
(positive) effects on the rate of wage expansion until the breakdown of traditional 
central bargaining in 1983. In the last part of the paper we contrast wage cost 
performance before and after the erosion of central bargaining, and identify shifts 
in the wage inflation process - notably the dissipation of ideological pressure on 
wage growth and the magnification of conventional market forces - associated 
with the change of institutional regime. 

2. Wage dispersion trends under solidarity bargaining 

Attempts by Sweden's central association of blue-collar trade unions to influ- 
ence the structure of relative wages have their intellectual origins in the idea of a 
'solidaristic' wage policy, which was shaped in large part by the LO economists 
G~sta Rehn and Rudolf Meidner in the late 1940s and early 1950s. (Turvey (1952) 
supplies English translations of the key essays.) Up to the end of the 1960s 'equal 
pay for equal work' captures the spirit of the policy. Weak industries and firms 
would not be permitted to survive by paying wages commensurate with their 
sub-par productivity and profitability. An active labor market policy, providing 
extensive job placement and retraining services, would ease the pain to dislocated 
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workers created by the forced demise of inefficient firms as human and physical 
resources flowed toward more efficient ones. Interpreted this way, solidaristic 
wage policy conformed to sound economic principles and most likely enhanced 
industrial output and productivity growth. 

In the late 1960s, however, wage solidarity took a more radically egalitarian 
form, moving away from the initial idea of leveling wages among jobs of 
comparable difficulty, risk and skill, in the direction of leveling wage differentials 
more or less across-the-board. The shift, which might be caricatured as a transfor- 
mation of the idea 'equal pay for equal work' to 'equal pay for all work', was 
reflected in LO's  concerted drive to improve the relative wages of the low-paid. 2 
Central framework agreements with pronounced low wage provisions ( ' low wage 
pots') were a distinguishing feature of wage formation in Sweden from the late 
1960s all the way up to 1983, when traditional central bargaining broke down and 
the emphasis on equality in the wage formation processes (as well as in the 
political process) abated. 

Wage dispersion trends indicate that the central union organization's push for 
wage equality had considerable effect. 3 From 1970 to 1982-83 the variance of 
log hourly wages among private blue-collar (LO-SAF) workers shrank by about 60 
percent. 4 (Fig. 1) Comprehensive data on individual wages do not exist before 
1970 (or after 1993, at which time SAF declined to continue assembling the data 
from employers), but estimates based on less complete information suggest that 
large compressions of relative wages also occurred during the 1960s (Hibbs and 
Locking, 1995). It is likely that from the early 1960s to the early 1980s, dispersion 
of relative wages among workers in the LO-SAF area declined on the order of 
75-80 percent. After 1982-83 dispersion began to rise in pace with the break- 
down of centralized wage formation and solidarity bargaining. By the early 1990s 
a significant proportion of the earlier equalization had been reversed, and the 
variance of log wages was back to the level of the mid 1970s. In the remainder of 
the paper we focus on developments after 1970 - the period for which we have 
comprehensive data on individual hourly wages that are necessary to calibrate with 

1 For empirical evidence see Hibbs and Locking (1995) and Edin and Topel (1995). Agell and 
Lommerud (1993) and Moene and Wallerstein (1994) devise theoretical formalizations of Rehn-  
Meidner arguments. 

2 The change in LO wage policy is described and documented in greater detail by Hibbs and 
Locking (1995). 

3 Once viewed by some as controversial, this conclusion is supported by compelling evidence. See 
BjiSrklund and Freeman (1994), Edin and Topel (1995), Hibbs (1990b), Hibbs (1991) and Jonsson and 
Siven (1986). Given the socialization of higher education and training costs, Jonsson and Siven 
conjectured that at least some of the wage compression experienced by university trained white collar 
personnel was probably market conforming; an observation which receives some support in Edin and 
Holmlund (1992). White collar wage formation, however, is not relevant to this paper. 

4 The wage data are described in the appendix. 
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Fig. 1. Dispersion of actual wages and frame wages, blue-collar private workers. 

any precision attempts to influence relative wage distribution at central 
bargaining. 5 

3. Ideological pressure on wage distribution: The central framework agree- 
ments 

3.1. The institutional setting 

From 1956 up to 1983, without interruption, blue-collar wage formation in 
Sweden consisted of a highly integrated, three-tier process: a central framework 
agreement negotiated by the peak union and employer associations (LO and SAF), 
followed by industry bargaining, and then plant level negotiations to implement 
the arrangements contracted above. (Throughout the paper we refer to this tri-level 
bargaining system as the 'centralized' institutional regime.) The central agree- 

5 Accurate computation of centrally negotiated 'frame wage' dispersions is essential to empirical 
implementation of the theoretical setup introduced ahead. Consequently, although it is possible to 
estimate the aggregate dimensions of wage compression during the 1960s, the micro data required to 
simulate distribution of central framework wages restricts the present analysis to years after 1970. 
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ments covered the whole private blue-collar labor force and specified wage 
increases for one, two and, on a couple of occasions, three contract years 
afterward. The wage parameters of multi-year agreements typically were different 
for each contract year and sometimes were state contingent, providing opportuni- 
ties for re-negotiation (notably during the high inflation years following the energy 
supply shocks). So for our purposes, central bargains spanning several years, as 
adjusted subsequently, may be treated as a sequence of annual agreements. 

The central framework contracts specified the aggregate increase in the wage 
bill for each industrial contract area and provided strong (egalitarian) norms for its 
distribution among individual workers. On the surface, the aggregate cost con- 
straints specified by the frames for each industry were supposed to be binding at 
the lower levels. As a practical matter, however, no one took the central cost 
constraints very seriously, and total wage rises routinely exceeded the frame 
provisions by large margins. Wage drift, originating largely at the plant level, was 

6 a predictable feature of the system. 
The distributional profiles of the central frames were an entirely different 

matter. Deviations from the wage distributions mandated by the frames was 
permitted only if employers and unions at industry level negotiations could agree 
upon alternative distribution plans, which was a potent force advancing lower level 
conformity to central intentions. And in the absence of timely agreement at 
industry negotiations, central authorities had the power to compel compliance to 
the frame. One contribution of this paper is to show just how much industry and 
local level contractual practice disturbed the distributional thrust of the central 
framework agreements. 

After 1982 central authority over wage formation dissolved and Sweden 
experienced a change of wage formation regime - from highly centralized to 
industry and local level bargaining. 7 Central bargaining was broken in 1983 when 
the employers' association for engineering and fabricated metals (Verkstadsf'6re- 
ningen), which accounts for around a third of the industrial labor force, achieved 
their long-standing goal of prying the industry's union (Metall) away from the 
frame, by negotiating a separate agreement. Although central frames covering the 
whole blue-collar private work force were forged in 1985 and 1986-87, the 
agreements were purely notional. Parties at industry negotiations were under no 
obligation to adhere to the distributional profiles of the frames and central 
authorities had no legal instrument to enforce the frames' provisions. 

6 For this reason projected wage drift was incorporated into negotiated frame wage changes, as we 
show later on in the paper. 

7 Analysis of the shift in the preferences and balance of power between the unions and employers 
and the distributional tensions within the unions that underlie the institutional change is beyond the 
scope of this paper. Martin (1991) supplies an insightful qualitative analysis. 
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3.2. Agreement mechanics 

Earlier we pointed out that trends in wage dispersion before and after 1982-83 
are consistent with the idea that the central framework agreements affected wage 
distribution realized in the market. We now address this issue rigorously by 
formalizing the framework agreements and constructing hypothetical 'frame wage' 
series, that is, wage distributions that would have been generated by exact 
implementation at lower bargaining levels of the central frames' provisions. 

LO's big push for wage equalization began at the end of the 1960s with the first 
of a sequence 'low wage pot' framework agreements (l~gli3nesatsning). The 
structure of central wage frameworks varied somewhat over time, but during the 
era of pronounced low-wage-pushes wage increases for each agreement year 
(indexed t) typically were composed of: 

(i) a common flat rate amount specified in ~ire (which we denote k t )  going to 
every worker (indexed by i); 

(ii) wage drift guarantee amounts (denoted git) designed to compensate work- 
ers who were disadvantaged by market drift after the previous frame agreement; 

(iii) cost of living adjustments (c t) usually paid out in a flat rate manner, which 
begin to appear in frame contracts toward the late 1970s; and 

8 (iv) low wage adjustment amounts. 

Low wage adjustments were targeted on workers whose hourly wages observed 
in the (second quarter) of the previous agreement year (wit l) stood below a 
certain reference level wage (w~*), originally called the low wage boundary 
(l~glt~negr'fins). Adjustment amounts were based on the computation of a low wage 
pot. Each worker's notional contribution to (and receipt from) the pot was based 
on a proportion (pt) of the difference between the previous year's recorded second 
quarter wage and the low wage boundary, up to a plant level ceiling per worked 
hour (L~). 

In terms of the main elements just specified, typical 'Frame Wage Changes' 
from the second quarter of agreement year t -  1 to the second quarter of year t 
may be written 

( w f t  - Wit I )  

= [ k , + g i , _  , +c,  , + m i n [ L , , p , . ( w , * - w i t _ , )  ] 

k, + g i t  I -1- c t  I 

if wit_ 1 ~ Wt* 

if wit_ I > w~* 

(1) 

s Some agreements also included so-called 'trade union pots' and 'non-level increasing' wage 
components. The amounts tended to be small and we do not discuss them further here. We did try to 
take account of them, however, when computing the 'frame wage' distributions described later. 
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Fig. 2. Planned wage changes under the low wage pot framework agreements. 

where wft is the second quarter framework agreement wage (usually negotiated in 
the first quarter of  each agreement year) for each worker at the tth year 's central 
agreement, and wit 1 is the actual wage of each worker in the previous year 's  
second quarter (the base wage used by central negotiators). 

Notice that the period t - 1 to t wage increase specified by (1) includes current 
agreement year (year t) flat rates and low wage adjustments, and lagged (year 
t - 1) drift guarantees and cost of  living adjustments. This occurs because of the 
relation in time of  the pay-out dates of the various contract elements to the actual 
second quarter wages observed by central negotiators: the contractual elements c 
and g were normally paid-out after second quarter wages in the current agreement 
year were recorded. 9 The profile of  earnings increases under central frame 
agreements struck along the lines of  Eq. (1), net of  the elements c and g, is 
graphed in Fig. 2. 

3.3. Simulating the dispersion of  frame wages 

Simulation of hypothetical wages, by application of equations like (1) obtained 
from analysis of  the central agreement texts, generated the series used to compute 
variances of  log Frame Wages, which are graphed along with variances of actual 
log wages in Fig. 1. The Frame Wage dispersions clearly exhibit the same 

9 More details on the substance and algebra of our frame wage formalizations appear in Hibbs 
(1990a), but it should be noted here that drift payments (g) were zero for workers not disadvantaged 
by drift during the previous year. 
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pronounced downward trend as dispersion recorded in the market. It is of  course 
possible that the egalitarian norms of  the framework agreements merely mimicked 
market forces running in the same direction. (But this is most implausible. See the 
studies cited in note 3.) Yet the close correspondence of  frame and market wage 
dispersions depicted in Fig. 1 is striking evidence that centralized solidarity 
bargaining was a powerful instrument of  wage leveling in Sweden, particularly 
when viewed in relation to the sharp upward trend of  market wage dispersion after 
the breakdown of  the system in 1983. 

Naturally there was slippage from the frame to the market. In every year the 
central frames implied a more compressed wage distribution than is observed in 
actual wage data. On average, the data in Fig. 1 indicate that actual wage 
dispersion exceeded frame wage dispersion by about 18 percent over 1970 to 
1982. Put the other way around, just over 80 percent of  the compression embedded 
in frame wages was achieved in the market - not a bad record for LO 's  egalitarian 
wage policy, even if frame dispersions were largely predetermined with respect to 
anticipated market dispersions. J0 

4. The disequalizing impact of wage drift 

It is commonly believed that market Wage Drift tended to erode the compres- 
sions of  relative wages built into the central framework agreements. We first 
approach this issue from an accounting point of  view. Applying our formalization 
of  the central framework agreements, we decompose (using Eq. (1)) every wage 
into the Frame Wage component and the Wage Drift component at each year. 
Writing the actual wage as the Wage Drift increase factor on top of  the Frame 
Wage, which, in turn, is the Frame Wage increase applied to the previous year's 
recorded (second quarter) wage, gives 

wi,- w,_, (wi,/w f,) (2a) 

Dividing through by wit_ ~ and taking logarithms yields the proportional rate of  
change of  actual wages as 

In( Wit//Wit_l ) =-- In(  W]t/wit 1 ) "~- In(wi,/wft) (2b) 

10 The record was of course better to the degree that wage distributions built into the frames were 
designed to compensate for (accurately) anticipated gaps between market and frame dispersions. In the 
limiting case (full ex-ante incorporation of ex-post gaps), LO's wage compression goals were 
completely realized. Then again, frame wage distributions were undoubtedly tempered by ideas about 
what actually could be achieved in the market. For the purposes of this paper, however, we take 
compression goals as given. 
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which we denote 

A In wi, - dw[, + dw~ (2c) 
Actual Wage Change Frame Wage Change Wage Drift Rate 

As a simple accounting matter, then, the observed actual or Total Wage Change 
is simply the sum of the Frame Wage increase plus the Wage Drift rate. 
Analysis of the components of (2c) in relation to given relative wage levels, 
computed as proportional mean deviations ln(wiJw ), where w denotes the 
average wage, clearly reveals the disequalizing effect of Drift at the micro level: 
Looking over the entire wage structure, the rate of Wage Drift tends to increase 
with the relative wage, thereby offsetting part of the redistribution specified by the 
central frame agreements. Averages of these micro relations for 1972-82 are 
graphed in Fig. 3. 

Although Fig. 3 shows that Wage Drift typically favored the high paid, it does 
not necessarily follow that high macroeconomic rates of Drift were especially 
disequalizing. In principle it is possible that high aggregate rates of Drift could 
have been accompanied in general by a more equitable distribution of Drift over 
the wage structure, with low aggregate Drift rates having been selectively heaped 
on high wage workers, yielding larger gaps between the (hypothetical) dispersions 
of Frame Wages and observed dispersions of market wages. In terms of the micro 
relations summarized in Fig. 3, we want to know if relatively high macroeconomic 
rates of Wage Drift typically generated steeper projections of relative wages on 
micro Drift rates, producing inegalitarian northwest rotations of the Wage Drift 
and market wage increase schedules. The data in Fig. 4 demonstrate that macroe- 
conomic Drift was in fact disequalizing. 

Fig. 4 illustrates the relation of the aggregate or macroeconomic Wage Drift 
rate - ln(w/w f) - to the proportional difference between the variance of log 
actual wages and the variance of log Frame Wages - ln[o-Z(ln wit)/o'2(ln wft)] - 
a variable we designate Dispersion Gap. It is clear from the figure that variations 
in the macroeconomic rate of Wage Drift exhibited a pronounced association with 
departures in the market from the compression of relative wages built into the 
central framework agreements. Fitting a simple regression to the data in Fig. 4 
shows that each extra percentage point of Drift was associated with a rise in the 
deviation of market wage dispersion from Frame Wage dispersion of around 5 
percentage points. 

i1 Here, as in official calculations, Wage Drift is derived residually as the difference between the 
wage observed in the market and the Frame Wage specified for the same period. Hence, apart from 
wage payments above centrally negotiated rates, drift calculations also pick up, among other things, 
wage changes associated with job mobility (down as well as up) and changes in intensity of work (for 
those on piece rates). Union and employer officials, however, agree that the later sources of drift are 
dwarfed by the former. 
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Fig. 3. Decomposition of observed total wage changes, 1972 1982 averages for each percentile. 

4.1. Wage compression and wage drift 

Wage Drift evidently was an important mechanism blunting some of the 
distributional goals of the central Frame Wage plans under solidarity bargaining. 
It is therefore natural to expect that successive efforts by LO to reduce wage 
differentials via egalitarian framework contracts were an important source of 
variations in aggregate Drift rates. We measure the 'Compression Push' of the 
framework agreements as the difference, expressed proportionally, between the 
given (time t - 1) dispersion of relative market wages and the dispersion built into 
the relative wage structure of each period's current framework agreement: Push t 
= In[ o-2( ln  wit_ l)/o" 2(ln wf)]. Hence Push takes positive values when the frame 
provided for a denser relative wage distribution than the (lagged) market wage 
data known to the principals at central bargaining rounds. 
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The bivariate scatter plot in Fig. 5 shows that the Compression Pushes of the 
various frame agreements exhibit a rather systematic connection to macroeco- 
nomic rates of Wage Drift. It need not be true, however, that LO's attempt to 
equalize distribution of relative wages chronically produced extra or excessive 
Total Wage inflation. Conclusions regarding this vital question in Swedish wage 
formation hinge on the relations among Compression Push, centrally negotiated 
Frame Wage Changes, rates of Wage Drift arising at lower bargaining levels, and 
the so-called 'Room' for overall wage increases warranted by domestic productiv- 
ity and international price trends. Having established some relevant institutional 
and empirical facts, we now turn to systematic analysis of these issues. 

5. The joint endogeneity of frame wage changes and wage drift 

Academic studies of Swedish wage formation have sometimes concluded that 
Wage Drift and centrally negotiated Frame Wage Changes for the most part 
reflect autonomous processes that jointly determine overall wage growth. For 
example, Flanagan (1990), in the most comprehensive study to date of Nordic 
wage formation (edited by Calmfors), concluded: 

"the processes governing centrally-negotiated wage rates and (decentralized) 
wage Drift operate independently in Denmark, Norway and Sweden.. .  [central] 
negotiators apparently have a difficult time forecasting the outcome of decentral- 
ized pay decisions, if they try to do so at all. Moreover, general [central] 
negotiated wage increases have no influence on decentralized pay movements 
[dr i f t ] . . . "  

In a related vein, Jackman (1990) concluded in the same volume that Wage Drift 
comprised such at large fraction of total wage increases (see the data reported 
ahead) that it "suggests that the centralised wage negotiations may be irrelevant to 
the final outcome." 

The writings of union and employer association economists (cf. Edgren et al. 
(1970; 1973; especially chapter l l) ,  our interviews with central union and 
employer association authorities and their professional advisors, as well as casual 
inspection of relevant data, all suggest, however, that the idea that Wage Drift and 
contractual Frame Wages were behaviorally disconnected under traditional cen- 
tralized bargaining in Sweden is highly improbable. 

5.1. Central frame wage formation 

Central union and employer (LO and SAF) officials at least claim that central 
Frame Wage increases influenced Wage Drift, and that anticipated Drift rates 
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heavily conditioned the Frame Wage bargains. 12 And for decades Wage Drift 
was such a habitual and important feature of  Swedish wage formation that it 
strains credulity to believe central bargainers ignored it, or were unable to 
anticipate accurately its magnitudes, as Flanagan claimed. (See Section 5.3.) 
Moreover,  nominal wage increases specified by the central frames ran behind 
consumer price inflation in every year during the period we model. Over 1972 to 
1982 the ex-ante real Frame Wage change averages minus 4.1%. It is difficult to 
imagine a central union repeatedly entering into wage agreements scheduling large 
negative changes in real consumption wages unless everyone understood that Drift 
would help make up the difference. It seems clear, then, that projected Wage Drift 
should enter a structural equation for wage increases provided by the framework 
agreements and that the centrally negotiated wage increases should appear in a 
properly specified test equation for the rate of  Wage Drift. 

LO officials also acknowledge that their aspirations for wage leveling ( 'he lp ing 
the low pa id ' )  exerted strong influence on the wage increases desired at central 
bargaining. Since all workers had to receive at least some non-negligible increase 
under the central contract (the flat rate, ' k '  term in Eq. (1) and Fig. 2), other things 
equal, the more ambitious the Compression Push goal, the greater the Frame 
Wage increase had to be. In other words, absent attempts by LO negotiators to 
impose substantial reductions on the nominal wages of  higher pay workers, large 
redistributions of  relative wages required correspondingly large expansions of  the 
nominal wage bill. 13 

Under the well known 'EFO model '  of  Swedish wage formation 14 (also known 
as the Scandinavian model) the growth of  wage costs in the entire domestic 
economy is driven by the sum of  domestic productivity changes in the traded 
goods sector and international traded goods price developments - the so-called 
'Room' for wage increases in the competit ive sectors of  the economy. The 
EFO-Scandinavian model  was partly a positive contribution, founded on evidence 

12 Evidently the same is true of Norway, where centralized bargaining institutions closely resembled 
Sweden's. Hersoug et al. (1986) write "In the LO-NAF [central union and employer association] 
negotiations the parties use forecasts of wage drift, and the attention of the public is focused on the 
expected increases in average wages. The union leaders talk as if they first decide on a goal for the 
overall change in wages, and then subtract the wage drift to find what should be obtained at the central 
bargaining" (p. 404). 

13 It hardly need be said that had LO habitually tried to achieve its distributional objectives in an 
inflation neutral manner by negotiating nominal wage cuts for those at the upper regions of the wage 
structure, the institution of central bargaining would quickly have withered. See Holden and Birkeland 
(1995) for further discussion of the nominal wage constraint under strong central trade unionism in the 
Nordic countries. 

14 After the report by Edgren et al. (1970; 1973). The main ideas of the EFt  model appeared earlier 
in unpublished reports to the Norwegian government based on research undertaken at Norway's Central 
Bureau of Statistics in the 1960s under the leadership of Odd Aukrust. Aukrust (1977) gives the 
historical background. 
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from the 1950s and 1960s, to the analysis of wage inflation in small open 
economies with strong, centralized unions. Yet as a joint product of the chief 
economists of SAF, LO and TCO (the central employers' association, blue-collar 
union and white-collar union, respectively), it also aimed to exert a certain 
normative influence, especially on union wage aspirations. 

Although the constraint on wage expansion implied by the EFO Room concept 
never dominated central wage negotiations, not surprisingly LO and SAF ex- 
pressed some sensitivity to it. In their retrospective on the application of the EFO 
model, Faxrn et al. (1988) wrote that although sometimes 'wage increases were 
too great' to be consistent with the EFO standard, "both sides [LO-SAF] had the 
leading role of export industry in the back of their minds" and the model was used 
"as an internal basis by the pa r t i e s . . . "  (p. 10, English translation, second part) 

If one takes seriously what the principals have said and written about what 
governed Swedish wage formation under centralized bargaining, the foregoing 
discussion implies that anticipated Wage Drift, the desired Compression Push of 
the central frames, and the Room for wage growth should be the principal 
variables driving the rate of growth of Frame Wages. This conclusion may also be 
derived from stylized Nash wage bargaining set-ups. 

5.2. Frame wage changes from a stylized model of central bargaining 

Framework wage formation during the era of centralized bargaining in Sweden 
is ideally suited to application of standard Nash bargaining theory because a 
handful of representatives from LO (labor) and SAF (employers) actually did sit at 
a common table to forge wage settlements. One therefore need not appeal to the 
fictitious notion that the derived behavior of a representative agent, or a pair of 
agents, adequately describes the process, as is necessarily the case when the 
mechanics of Nash bargaining are used to derive equations for aggregate rates of 
Wage Drift, which reflect the outcomes of many hundreds of industry and local 
negotiations. 15 

We formulate the bargaining problem by first assuming that net output evolved 
according to a CES production function 

Q =  y ( t ) (  aL ("-1~/") + (1 - a ) K ( " - l ) / o ' )  ("A"- '))  (3) 

where 7(t)  denotes technological progress and ~r is the elasticity of substitution 
of inputs. For a given output plan (Q*),  the expected demand for labor (L) 
equates the marginal product of labor to real product wage costs, yielding 

= a•Q * '~ (v~(1 + z ) / ~ ) - ' ~ ( O * / y ( t ) )  ( ' - ~  (4a) 

t5 See Kirman (1992) and Summers (1991) for penetrating critiques of the practice of invoking the 
representative agent to supply (pseudo) micro foundations of macroeconomic equations. 
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which after some manipulation may be expressed 

Z = oz~cv ~VAU(1 + ~ - ) - S ( Q * / y ( t ) )  (4b) 

where r is the payroll tax rate, p is product price (given internationally), V/~L is 
anticipated value added per hour, Et[ p(Q*/L)] ,  and s = o-/(1 - tr). 16 If desired 
output is generally in constant proportion to technological possibilities so that 
Q * / y ( t )  = C, Eq. (4b) gives anticipated employment growth as 

AL = - s A In ~ + sRoom, (5) 

where Room = A In V,4L - A ln(1 + ~-), the payroll tax-adjusted sum of anticipated 
changes in traded goods product prices and labor productivity, as specified in the 
EFO-Scandinavian model concept described earlier. 17 

A stylized formalization of the ideas developed qualitatively in the previous 
section is achieved by assuming that the central trade union organization attempted 
to maximize the employment weighted wage bill, discounted by the weighted 
dispersion of relative wages, and taken relative to the existing dispersion-dis- 
counted wage bill (the reservation utility), as known to the parties at each Frame 
Wage negotiation from observed data for the previous period. Hence, we write the 
union objective ( 'LO' )  as maximization of the relative or proportional (log) 
difference: 

In ~ - - -  (6) 

where w is the average wage, L is aggregate employment, V is the variance of 
relative (log) wages and "~s denote magnitudes anticipated at the time of central 
Frame Wage negotiations. After substitution of (4b), the objective function is 
characterized by an indifference contour with slopes d ~ / d V =  a3v~/ (1  - - a e s ) V  

that depend on the utility weight of employment relative to the average wage (a 2) 
and on the wage elasticity of labor demand (s) given anticipated Room. 18 

Given desired output, the objective of the central employers confederation 
( 'SAF') is minimization of anticipated aggregate wage costs relative to the 

16 Eq. (4b), here derived from a CES production function, is nearly identical to the demand for labor 
asserted by RCdseth and Holden (1990). 

17 The only difference between this expression and the original EFA concept is that we have deducted 
the payroll tax factor rather than adding it to the direct wages that we model later on. In our data 
In VAL evolved as a random walk with drift. Hence in the empirical analyses ahead anticipated Room 

was generated by AInVAL t -- Aln(1 + ~'). 
18 In view of the identity for In w in (8) below, and the equation of motion for In V in Eq. (10) below 

in which Push enters with coefficient = - l, the same marginal rates of substitution are implied for 
variances and average levels of frame wages. 
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reservation utility indexed by the situation prevailing prior to each bargaining 
round. ~9 The employers confederation therefore is assumed to maximize 

SAF= -[ln(v~L) - l n ( w  , L_ ,)] .  (7) 

Central negotiators of course ultimately wanted to determine the Total Wage 
(or, equivalently, given LO and SAF objectives in Eqs. (6) and (7), its rate of 
change) but they set directly only the Frame Wage and its rate of change. 
However, they did so in the light of the accounting identity (cf. the micro relations 
in Eqs. (2a)-(2c)) 

In( ~ / w  l ) =- ln( w t * / w -  , ) + ln(v~/wf" ) (8) 

A In ~ -- dw f• + d~v d, 

where dw f" is the optimal choice of aggregate Frame Wage Change and d~v d is 
the aggregate rate of Wage Drift predicted at the time of central bargaining, but of 
course not realized until after Frame Wage increases had been specified (see 
Section 5.3 ahead). 

Wage settlements at central bargaining in this highly stylized setting are given 
by the solution to the asymmetric Nash product 

dw f• =Arg max[ LO ~SAF ~' - ")] (9) 
d w  f 

where 0 < c~ < 1 defines LO and SAF bargaining power, d w  f* is obtained by 
substituting (6) and (7) into (9) and maximizing subject to (5). We assume that the 
parties had perfect foreknowledge of payroll tax shifts (which were announced in 
advance) and were aware of the fact that changes in dispersion of relative wages 
evolved according to 

A In V w = -~1  Push + r2 dwd + vt, (10a) 

where v is a white noised disturbance. 20 Hence, given the magnitudes of 
Compression Push and (predicted) Wage Drift implied by the Frame Wage 

19 Hibbs and Locking (1995) shows that wage compression of the sort pursued by LO in the 1970s 
most likely affected production and labor demand adversely, and so Vw( Aln Vw) might have appeared 
in (4), (5), (6) and (7). Doing so, however, does not alter the predictions of the model derived ahead, 
and so in this paper we neglect wage compression effects originating with this channel. 

20 In our data: 

A In V,~. t = - 0.96 Push~ + 3. 95 Wage Drift t 
- [ 6 . 3 3 ]  1 4 . 5 4 ]  

with ~2 = 0.80 and Box-Pierce Q significance level = 0.26. The estimates yielded a constant of zero 
and hence imply (as they should) that in the absence of any compression Push from the central 
framework agreements and any market Wage Drift, the dispersion of relative wages would be 
unchanged from one period to the next. 
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contracts entertained at central bargaining rounds, the (ex-ante) expected changes 
in (ex-post  realized) wage dispersion are simply 

A In Vw = - /31 Push +/3z dwd. (10b) 

The first-order condition (FOC) for maximization of (9) is 

(10Lo) (10 A ) 
a L---~adw (. + ( l - a )  - -  SAF a-~w f: 

( ° t (a3~2dPl+(1-a2s) (X-dPl) )  ) 

= A I n ~ ( 1  - -  a2"-~ i + a"-2s-'RoomZ~3(-[3?d~w d -~ [3, Push) 

( 1  - ct)(s- 1 ) ( 1  - ~bl)  

+ A'ln f f ( s -  1) -- sRoom ) = 0 ,  

(ll) 

where - ckl = (Od~:d/Odw f" ) and other terms are as previously defined. Solution 
of  (11) yields centrally negotiated rates of  Frame Wage Change (dw f ) as a linear 
function of  Compression Push, anticipated Room and the predicted rate of  Wage 
Drift, though not with econometrically identifiable individual parameters. How- 
ever, partial differentiation of  the FOC with respect to each of  these variables 
gives signs of  composite parameters predicted by the stylized bargaining model. 
Given negotiators '  knowledge of  thl from 'experience '  (estimates of  Eq. (13) 
ahead), external estimates of/31 and/32 from equations like (10), empirical results 
establishing that 0.5 < tr < 1.0, 2~ and the theoretical restrictions that 0 < a < 1 
and a l, a2, a 3 > 0, analysis shows that these derivatives are unambiguously signed 

(aFOCladff a) < O, (aFOClaPush) > 0, and (aFOClaRoom) > O, 

if azs > 1 + a 3 / ( l  + (~1); otherwise the signs are reversed. 22 In the former case, 
we can write the optimal Frame Wage Change as 

d w  f" = - 01 d~ d + 0 2 Push + 03 Room + (12) 

2J Empirical studies of Swedish industry (see Bergstri~m (1982), Dargay (1988) and Panas (1987)) 
indicate that o- (the elasticity of substitution of inputs to production in Eq. (3)) satisfies this inequality. 
Since s = o,/(1 - tr), the same inequality means that s > 1.0. 

22 Recall a 2 is the weight of employment in LO utility, s is the wage elasticity of labor demand 
given Room, a 3 is the weight of the variance of relative wages in LO utility and ~b I = -(0dCvd/adw f" ). 
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where the O's are nonlinear functions of a ,  /31, /32' (DI, O'(S), a I and a 2, and E 
is a white noise error. 

5.3. Predictable wage drift 

The derivation of  Frame Wage Changes in (12) requires specification of  the 
rate of  Wage Drift anticipated at the time of  central bargaining (d~d), which in 
this paper we treat, just as the principals did, as a variable to be forecasted 
statistically. Wage Drift typically contributed a large fraction of  the Total Wage 
increase in the tradables sector that we model. As the data on the evolution of  
Swedish wage growth in Fig. 6 show, from 1971 to the breakdown of  central 
bargaining in 1983, Drift on average comprised almost half of  total nominal wage 
rises. (The mean of  (dwd/A In w) is 0.48.) Yet the relative magnitudes of  Drift 
meant neither that central bargaining was unimportant nor that the Drift was 
difficult to anticipate by the participants in Frame Wage bargaining. 

Indeed Wage Drift has been intensively studied, attracting the attention of  both 
scholars and practitioners alike fight from the outset of  centralized bargaining in 
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Sweden, as well as in other nations with historically comparable industrial 
relations systems. The Swedish drift literature alone is quite extensive. The first 
studies undertaken during the 1950s (e.g. Hansen and Rehn, 1956) concluded that 
Drift responded strongly to the tightness of labor markets; a conclusion that 
survived subsequent empirical investigations based on the Phillips curve (Jacobs- 
son and Lindbeck, 1969) and 'representative agents' Nash bargaining set-ups 
(Holmlund and Skedinger, 1990). Schager's extensive research on wage Drift 
(Schager, 1988), motivated by dynamic search theory, shows that labor market 
pressure on Drift is best tracked empirically in Sweden by the rate of unfilled job 
vacancies. (Holden (1989) found the same to be true for Norway.) 

More than 25 years ago, just before the onset of LO's big low wage 'pushes', 
Jacobsson and Lindbeck (1969) conjectured that the aggregate rate of Wage Drift 
might also be influenced by central efforts to compress wage distribution, but they 
were unable to observe any sign of this from casual inspection of 1960s wage data. 
S~SderstriSm and Udd6n-Jondal (1985) pursued the same connection more systemat- 
ically by including the ratio of centrally negotiated wage increases in low-wage 
industries to the corresponding industry-wide increases in Wage Drift regressions. 
Their coarsely calibrated measure of the 'low wage pushes', however, yielded 
unstable estimates of negligible magnitude. Subsequently, Flanagan (1990) also 
was unable to establish much connection between very rough measurements of 
wage differentials and rates of wage inflation. By formalizing the framework 
agreements in the way outlined earlier, however, we have calibrated the Compres- 
sion Pushes of the framework agreements with far greater precision than earlier 
studies. Accurately measured, central attempts to shrink dispersion of relative 
wages do appear to exhibit the sort of pronounced connection to Wage Drift first 
predicted by Jacobsson and Lindbeck in the late 1960s. (See Section 4.1 and Fig. 
5.) As we show in the next section, the Push-Drift relation is conditionally 
robust. 

The discussion above and in Section 5.1 implies that Wage Drift should be 
accurately forecasted by the dynamic linear projection equation: 

dCv d = Cho + ~b I dwf + qb2Vacancy + qb 3 Push + qb 4 dwd_l, (13) 

where Vacancy is the rate of unfilled vacancies, other terms are as defined earlier, 
and expected signs are ~b I < O, ~b 2 > O, 4) 3 > O. 

6. Estimation results 

6.1. Structural form regressions 

Estimates of the jointly endogenous system for predicted Wage Drift and 
Frame Wage Changes of Eqs. (12) and (13) appear in Table 1. The results in the 
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Table 1 
Structural form estimates for wage drift rates and frame wage changes, 1972-82 a 

Equation for: Wage drift (dw d) Frame wage change (dw f ) 

Constant 

Frame Wage Change 

Predicted Wage Drift (dff o) 

Compression Push 

Vacancy Rate 

0.040 0.000 
[8.09] [0.020] 
0.252 

[ -3 .32]  

0.158 
[19.8] 

0.011 
[4.84] 

-0 .987  
[ -5 .32]  

0.194 
[10.8] 

Room 0.106 
[9.19] 

In Wage Share of Value Added ~ - 0.094 
[ -  10.71 

Observed Wage Drift_ i -0.669 
[ -4 .82]  

Adjusted R 2 0.868 0.927 
Durbin-Watson 2.51 2.09 
Signif. Level of Box-Pierce Q (auto correlation) 0.43 0.50 

a t-ratios in brackets; estimation method is robust errors Instrumental Variables with Push, dw d and 
dw e endogenous, and exogenous and lagged endogenous variables as instruments. Predicted drift is the 
fitted value from the Drift regression. Aside from the constant in the Frame Wage regression, all 
variables are significant at the O.OO1 level or better. Precise definitions of all variables are reviewed in 
the appendix. 

first column of the Table sustain our assumption that Wage Drift rates were likely 
predicted with considerable accuracy by central negotiators. Conditioned on the 
Drift rate observed during the previous year, attempts to further compress the 
relative wage distribution in the current central bargaining round (Push) and tight 
domestic labor markets (Vacancy Rate)23 both contributed to higher rates of 
Wage Drift, whereas the magnitude of Frame Wage Changes depressed Drift 
rates. Despite the small sample size, the regression experiment yields a high 
adjusted R 2, highly significant parameter estimates and white noise errors. No 
other variable appearing in Table 1, or common to the wage inflation literature 

23 The Vacancy Rate is lagged one quarter in the Drift regression. 
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generally, had predictive power for Drift in the presence of the variables 
reported. 24 

The estimates for Frame Wage Changes in the second column of Table 1 
conform well to the model suggested by our interviews with LO and SAF 
authorities and derived from the stylized Nash bargaining set-up introduced in the 
last section. As conditionally predicted by the bargaining solution in Eq. (12), the 
Compression Pushes necessary to achieve LO's egalitarian wage objectives (see 
Eqs. (6) and (10)) yielded strong pressure on the Frame Wages Changes specified 
in central bargaining. In view of the similar result in the Wage Drift equation, the 
estimated Push effects strongly support the conclusion that LO's efforts to level 
wage differentials were an important source of wage inflation under the regime of 
centralized bargaining prevailing up to 1983.25 

Frame Wage Changes also exhibited the predicted sensitivity to the projected 
Room for wage expansion. The contemporaneous elasticity was modest in scale, 
but magnified over the longer-run by the effect of the lagged Wage Share of Value 
Added. (See Fig. 8 and the associated discussion in the next section.) The estimate 
of the Wage Share variable is consistent with the idea that central bargainers took 
an error correction view of the long-run scope for nominal wage growth, and 
indicates that once international traded goods prices were transmitted to domestic 
producer prices, Room exerted persistent influence on Frame Wage determination 
via gaps opened up between the real product wage level and average labor 

z4 One reviewer proposed that the white-collar pay trends relative to blue-collar wage developments 
may have been another source of movements in Drift rates and Frame Wage settlements because of 
inter-union rivalry. It turns out, however, that adding the ratio of white- to blue-collar average wages 
(or its log) to the Drift equation yields an insignificant, near-zero coefficient and does not affect the 
estimates for the variables shown in Table 1. The same is true when white- to blue-collar relative wage 
terms are added to the frame wage regressions discussed below. Another reviewer noticed that given 
the definitions of dw d, dwd_l and dw f (reviewed in the appendix), the ex-ante Drift prediction 
equation in Table 1 (based on Eq. (13)) implies the ex-ante wage prediction equation l n f f =  b 0 + 
b I lnw f q- b 2 lnw f_ j + b 3 lnw_ 1 "~- b4Push + bsVacancy Rate, with restrictions b 0 = ~bo, b I = (1 + 
q~l), b2 = - t~4, b3 = (~b4 - thl), b4 = q53, b5 = q~2, where the qb's denote the estimates of Eq. (13) in 
Table 1. Tests of these restrictions yielded significance levels ranging from 0.97 to 0.997, which means 
that the null hypotheses that the restrictions are satisfied cannot be rejected at any sensible test level. 
The test results also comprise additional (indirect) evidence that the Drift prediction equation is well 
specified. 

25 Because LO's  goals for compression of wage distribution may well have been affected by feasible 
Frame Wage changes (as in turn influenced, for example, by the internationally given inflation rate of 
tradables in Room), and may also have been formulated at least partly to offset the disequalizing 
effects of projected Wage Drift, Push was treated as endogenous in estimation. We make no attempt in 
this paper, however, to model the sources of Push fluctuations. The micro political economy of union 
distributional goals is of course a fascinating and important topic, but it requires a much extended 
analysis (which we contribute to in another paper) that would take the macroeconomic orientation of 
the present paper in an entirely different direction. 
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productivi ty.  26 As we illustrate in the next  section, however ,  this tendency of  

F r a m e  Wage  growth to equil ibrate total wage  growth to trends in the W a g e  Share  

of  value added (that is, to preserve  stable factor shares) evident ly  was seen by the 

authorit ies as too s low to avert  the need for per iodic  devaluations.  27 

The F r a m e  W a g e  regress ion also reveals  a strong sensit ivi ty of  the central  

wage  format ion process  to (accurately)  anticipated W a g e  Drif t .  The est imated 

coeff ic ient  o f  - 0 . 9 9  means  that Wage  Dr i f t  predictions (dv~ d) 28 were  essential ly 

fully incorporated into central ly determined F r a m e  W a g e  Changes .  By contrast, in 

the predict ion regress ion for Wage  Dr i f t  reported in the first co lumn of  Table  1, 

the F r a m e  W a g e  C h a n g e  coeff ic ient  is - 0 . 2 5 ,  well  short o f  - 1 . 0  or  full 

neutrality. It fo l lows f rom this asymmet ry  that the F r a m e  W a g e  format ion process 

domina ted  the behavior  of  aggregate  wages.  

Recal l  that Total  W a g e  Change  is by defini t ion jus t  the sum of  F r a m e  W a g e  

Change  and W a g e  Drif t :  

A In w = d w  f + d w  d . (14a)  

Since the structural equat ion est imates yield 

d w  f = - Oj d ~  'd + X f + e f = - 1 .0dw d + X f q- e f (14b)  

and 

d w  d = -051 d w f  + X d + e a = d¢v d + e a ( 1 4 c )  

(where 0 < 05j < 1, and X f and X d denote  other  variables inf luencing F r a m e  

W a g e  Changes  and Dri f t  rates, respect ively) ,  substitution o f  (14b) and (14c) into 

(14a) gives  

A l n w =  --01df'vd + x f  + e f  + ( - - 0 5 1 d w f  + Xd  + ed ) 

= _ Oldl~d q_ X f ..1.. 6 f +  ( d ~ d  q_ ~?d) (14d)  

= (1 - 01)dl~ d + x f q  - •f'-[- ~-d 

~, x f  ~- e f . .~  e d. 

Hence,  up to a white noise Wage  Dr i f t  forecast ing error  (ca) ,  the F r a m e  W a g e  

26 Note that summing over the time path of Room gives (in terms of the notation just below Eq. (5)) 

E R°°m, =- E zl In VAL t =- In Pt + In( Q / L), - In( 1 + ~" ), - InVAL o , 
t l 

where VAL o is the initial condition. Once international prices (p) are transmitted to domestic prices 
(Pa), that is once p = Pd, the lagged Wage Share variable may be written 

In Wage Share, , =- In(w/Pd), Z -- l n ( a / L ) t  - ,  + ln(l + ~-), _, -= In w t I - E R ° ° m t  1 + InVAL o . 
t 

27 The slow adjustment is not unique to Sweden among Nordic countries. Johansen's recent study of 
the time series properties of Nowegian industrial wages (Johansen, 1995) also finds sluggish adjust- 
ment to the wage share of output. 

28 The predictions conform to rational expectations because by construction dw a = d~ d + e a, and e d 
exhibits no significant autocorrelation. 
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formation process completely determined the rate of change of Total Wages under 
central bargaining. 

Structural predictions of Total Wage Changes based on the estimates in Table 
1, obtained by summing within sample, dynamic computations (simulations) of 
Frame Wage changes and projected Wage Drift rates at each period during the 
1972-82 central bargaining regime, are graphed in Fig. 7. (The 1983-90 'fitted 
values' in the figure are based on reduced form estimates discussed ahead.) The 
two-equation structural system obviously generates endogenous predictions that 
track observed Total Wage Changes with great accuracy, reinforcing our earlier 
conclusions that errors in Wage Drift projections were generally of negligible 
importance and that projected Drift was fully incorporated into Frame Wage 
Changes specified at central bargaining. 

6.2. Reduced form regressions 

Our conclusion regarding the preeminence of Frame Wage formation for Total 
Wage inflation is independently validated by OLS reduced form estimates span- 
ning the 1972-82 period of traditional central bargaining, which are reported in 
Table 2, Models (1) to (3). The first model in Table 2 tests the inference drawn 
from the structural form estimates that predicted Wage Drift was fully incorpo- 
rated into Frame Wage Changes specified at central negotiations, which implies a 
unit coefficient for 01 in Eq. (14d) and hence a coefficient of zero for d~ d in the 
reduced form regression for Total Wage Change. The insignificant coefficient for 
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Table 2 
Reduced form estimates for total wage changes ( A In w) ~ 

Samples: 1972-82 1972-90 

Regression models: (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 

Constant - 0.005 - 0.002 0.006 
[-0.42] [ -  0.16] [0.41] 

Predicted Wage Drift 0.164 
[0.52] 

Compression Push 0.182 0.194 0.208 
[4.84] [6 .87]  [4.44] 

Vacancy Rate 0.006 
[0.53] 

Dum. Vacancy Rate 

&fom 0.083 0.090 0.064 
[2.13] [2 .60]  [2.27] 

Dum. Room 

In Wage Share of Value Added I -0.104 -0.104 -0.092 
[ - 3.54] [3.73] [ - 2.50] 

Dum . In Wage Share of Value Added_ 1 

Observed Wage Drift_ 1 - 0.207 
[ - 0.62] 

Adjusted R 2 0.933 0.940 0.928 
Durbin-Watson 2.35 2.5 l 2.32 
Signif. Level of Box-Pierce Q 0.26 0.28 0.25 
(auto correlation) 

0.000 -0.000 -0.001 
[0.0001] [ - 0.023] [ -  o. 100] 

0.190 0.187 0.200 
[4.62] [5.17] [8.20] 
0.007 0.005 

[0.50] [0.50] 
0.065 0.027 0.030 
[1.25] [2.08] [2.81] 

0.070 0 . 0 9 1  0.093 
[1.13] [3 .23]  [3.45] 
0.050 

[0.601 
- 0.092 - 0.093 - 0.097 

[-2.03] [-2.79] [-3.12] 
0.023 

[0.417] 

0.845 0.864 0.871 
1.89 1.75 1.67 
0.27 0.28 0.38 

a t-ratios in brackets; estimation method is OLS; Push = 0 after 1982; Dum = 1.0 for 1983-90, 
otherwise = 0. Instrumental variables estimation of Push, as in Table 1, yields coefficients nearly 
identical to those shown. Precise definitions of all variables are reviewed in the appendix. 

predicted Wage Drift in Regress ion  Mode l  (1) in Table  2 independent ly  conf i rms 

this message  o f  the Frame Wage Change structural regress ion in Table  1. 

Reduced  form Regress ion  Mode l  (2) in Table  2 takes precisely the same form 

as the Frame Wage structural regression,  absent  ful ly incorporated Wage Drift, 

and so it tests the confo rmance  o f  the Total Wage inflat ion process to the Frame 

Wage inflat ion process  directly. The  F test for the null hypothesis  that the 

coeff ic ients  o f  this mode l  are identical  to the Frame Wage coeff ic ients  in Table  1 

has a s ignif icance level  o f  0.97; the null hypothesis  of  equiva lence  therefore 

cannot  be rejected at any meaningfu l  test level .  

The  third reduced form Regress ion  Mode l  for Total Wage Change tests the 

same inference f rom a different  angle  by including all r ight-side variables (except  

the con temporaneous  wage  terms) f rom both the Frame Wage and Wage Drift 
structural equat ions in the Total Wage Change reduced form. The es t imat ion 

results for this mode l  show that the Vacancy Rate and lagged Drift - determinants  
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of predicted Wage Drift that did not appear in the derivation of Frame Wage 
Changes - have coefficients indistinguishable form zero, whereas the coefficients 
of Push, Room and the lagged Wage Share closely correspond to those obtained 
in the structural form Frame Wage regression. 

Both structural and reduced form econometric evidence indicate, then, that 
prior to its demise in 1983, central Frame Wage formation determined the pace of 
Total Wage inflation among private sector blue collar workers, and perhaps all 
w o r k e r s .  29 

6.3. Wage inflation in the aftermath of central bargaining 

In 1983 the near thirty year stretch of strong central wage agreements was 
broken and Sweden entered a wage formation regime dominated by industry and 
local level bargaining. (See the previous discussion of the Institutional Setting.) 
After 1982, therefore, there was no meaningful sequence of central framework 
wage agreements, no Frame Wage-based conception of Wage Drift and, of 
course, little institutional capacity to compress wage distribution from the top. For 
these reasons we assigned zero values to central Compression Push after 1982. 

Total Wage Change Regression Models (4)-(6) in Table 2 identify the main 
shifts in the wage formation process associated with the transformation of bargain- 
ing regime commencing in 1983. The results for Model (4) show that the 
sensitivity of Total Wage Changes to Room and to the Wage Share of Value 
Added (which, as we showed earlier, reflects the cumulative effects of Room once 
international traded goods prices are transmitted to the domestic prices of trad- 
ables) are stable across the 1972-82 and 1972-90 samples. So too is the 
parameter of Push, though remember that central capacity to level wage differen- 
tials is effectively nil after 1982. 

The main coefficient shift picked up by Model (4), and by Models (5) and (6) 
which drop superfluous shift parameters, is for the Vacancy Rate. Under central- 
ized bargaining the tightness of labor markets affected only the rate of Wage Drift, 
exerting little or no direct influence on overall wage inflation because Drift was 
wholly incorporated into the Frame Wage Changes specified by the framework 
agreements. Estimates for Models (4)-(6) show, however, that with the erosion of 
central wage formation domestic labor market conditions began to play a large 
role in determining the rate of Total Wage Change. (1983-90 fitted values from 
Model 6 are graphed in Fig. 7.) 

Just how large is illustrated by Fig. 8, which graphs the marginal contributions 
of Push, the Vacancy Rate, and Room and the Wage Share (combined) to Total 

29 Holmlund and Ohlsson (1992) show that private sector wages Granger-cause public sector wages 
in Sweden; a result consistent with the EFO-Scandinavian wage inflation model. An earlier study by 
Calmfors (1977) showed that wage changes in the non-traded goods sector bore a one-to-one relation to 
wage changes in the tradables sector. 
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Wage Changes before and after the change of wage formation regime. The figure 
depicts a substantial shift since the early 1980s away from ideologically propelled 
wage inflation, registered by the marginal effects of Compression Push, to market 
driven wage inflation, registered by the enlargement of Vacancy Rate effects in 
conjunction with sustained big effects of the Room-Wage Share terms. The large 
contributions of Compression Push to the high inflation rates of the mid 1970s - 
years generally viewed as the peak periods of 'equality fever' in Sweden - is a 
particularly striking feature of the data. 

7. Concluding observations 

We have demonstrated in this paper that the dramatic compression of relative 
wages that occurred in Sweden under traditional solidarity bargaining was an 
important source of both centrally contracted Frame Wage growth and decentral- 
ized Wage Drift. Contrary to what some studies of Nordic wage formation have 
argued, we also established that Frame Wage growth and Wage Drift were highly 
interdependent. Wage Drift, an object of both academic and practical attention 
right from the outset of central bargaining, was shown to be readily amenable to 
forecasting from known labor market conditions and the notional rates of Frame 
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Wage growth and relative wage compression (Push) entertained at central bargain- 
ing rounds. 

Moreover, our empirical analysis, based on a stylized Nash bargaining setup 
that is consistent with what participants in central negotiations claimed were the 
relevant variables, indicated that accurately anticipated Drift was wholly incorpo- 
rated into the framework wage settlements. Consequently, the overall rate of wage 
inflation during traditional central bargaining was driven more or less completely 
by the Frame Wage formation process. This inference, drawn in the first instance 
from estimates of a Frame Wage-Wage Drift structural form system, was 
independently verified by reduced form regression experiments on the determi- 
nants Total Wage growth. 3o 

The erosion of central bargaining in 1983, however, brought to an end the 
decades long pressure to equalize wages from the top. And we showed that this 
change of institutional regime, marked by the dissipation of ideological pressure 
on wage formation, yielded a substantial magnification of the influence of 
conventional market forces, notably in the form of enlarged Vacancy Rate 
(tightness of labor market) effects. To the degree that the big Compression Pushes 
represented autonomous egalitarian ideological pressure on wage formation, these 
results imply that appeals by policy authorities to the central union (LO) had 
considerable relevance, at least in principle, to the course of Total Wage inflation 
during the late 1960s, 1970s and early 1980s. (Such appeals in fact were made, but 
seem not to have had sufficient effect. The government periodically felt obliged to 
devalue the kronor. See the remarks ahead.) But after the breakdown of central 
bargaining, the conventional tool of policy-induced labor market slack became a 
more relevant instrument to check the pace of wage inflation, as the marginal 
effects graphed in Fig. 8 illustrated. 

Yet for a small open economy like Sweden's, rates of wage inflation are of 
little intrinsic importance. What matters for long-run competitiveness and employ- 
ment in traded goods industries are cumulative rates of wage expansion in relation 
to cumulative changes of international prices and domestic productivity (Room), 
which defines the 'main course' for wage growth featured in the EFO-Scan- 
dinavian model. Data pertinent to this issue appear in Fig. 9, which graphs trends 
in cumulative Total Wage increases (inclusive of payroll taxes) less the cumulative 

30 A reviewer has proposed that our core results - the predictability of Drift, near full incorporation 
of Drift into Frame Wage Changes and the near complete determination of Total Wage Inflation by 
centrally determined wage growth - may differ so sharply from those of, for example, Flanagan (1990) 
among others, because our 1972-82 sample misses the first decade and a half of strong central 
bargaining. Perhaps so, but reduced form analyses of Sweden, Norway and Denmark recently reported 
by Holden and Birkeland (1995), similar to those reported in Table 2 above (but absent the wage 
compression variable) and spanning the period 1961 through the 1980s, supports conclusions identical 
to ours: Wage drift did not offset the outcome of central negotiations and central wage changes exerted 
a one for one impact on total wage inflation. 
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Fig. 9. Wage gaps in the tradablcs sector: Cumulative wage growth less cumulative room. 

Room for wage expansion in the tradables sector. Two calculations of the Room 
for wage growth are used: one based on price changes of traded goods expressed 
in Swedish kronor (the same Room concept used in our regressions), the other 
based on foreign currency price changes of tradables, which do not reflect the 
effects of discretionary devaluations and other exchange rate movements. The 
computations define what we call Wage Gaps, which of course mimic very closely 
cumulative changes in relative unit labor costs and relative wage costs in foreign 
currencies. 31 

The traditional system of central wage formation clearly generated departures, 

3J Relative unit labor costs (RULC) are RULC=--[(wD/QLD)/(wF/QLF)], where W D and w v are 
domestic and international wage costs levels, and QL D and Qff are domestic and international labor 
productivities, respectively. Recall that Room is defined Room =- Aln(p. QLD), where p is the 
international price of tradables. So the Wage Gap is WGAP =- Aln[wO/(p • QLD)]. To a reasonable 
first approximation price may be written as a markup over unit labor cost p = (1 + m).(wV/Q/F), 
which for stable markups (m) gives the Wage Gap as RULC: WGAP = A ln[(wO/QLD)//(wF/Q/F)]. 
Hence the cumulative Wage Gap equals the cumulative change in relative unit labor costs from the 
initial condition (RULCo): 

E WGAP = ~ A In[ ( wD / QLD ) / ( wF / QLF ) ], = ln( RULCt / RULCo ). 
t t 
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sometimes quite large, from the desired pattern of cumulative Total Wage growth 
equivalent to cumulative Room (the 0.0 equilibrium point in Fig. 9). The large 
Wage Gaps opened up in second half of the 1970s (large deteriorations of relative 
unit labor costs) prompted the government to devalue the kronor in 1976-77 (by 
10 to 12 percent) and again in 1981-82 (by more than 25 percent), though the 
second round of devaluations far exceeded what was necessary to restore Sweden's 
competitive position. According to the structural model developed earlier, these 
Wage Gaps can be traced to the pressure on central Frame Wage growth 
stemming from attempts to compress the wage distribution, in conjunction with the 
nominal wage rigidity discussed previously and less than full sensitivity of Frame 
Wage Changes to Room in the short to medium run. In fact, Compression Push 
fluctuations alone account for around 73% of the variation in Wage Gaps over 
1972-82. 

Whether or not the post 1982 wage formation regime, dominated by industry 
level bargaining with a strong local dimension, will yield more stable, sustainable 
wage cost performance than the traditional central bargaining regime remains to be 
seen. Lindbeck (1991) has argued that systems with central bargaining tend to 
experience higher wage inflation than more decentralized ones because centraliza- 
tion merely adds an extra layer of wage negotiation to the wage formation process. 
Yet both comparative economic history (Olson, 1982) and comparative analyses 
founded on bargaining theory concepts (Calmfors and Driffil, 1988; Moene and 
Wallerstein, 1993) suggest that systems characterized by 'middle levels' of 
bargaining centralization, with strong industrial-branch unions that have limited 
incentives to internalize the macroeconomic consequences of their market power, 
may be the worst of all institutional worlds. 32 

The Swedish record after 1983 reveals nothing inconsistent with the latter view. 
Under the new industrial-local wage formation regime, the enormous competitive 
advantage conferred upon Swedish industry by the 1981-82 devaluations was 
extinguished, and wages began to overshoot the competitive equilibrium by the 
end of the decade, as the Wage Gap trends depicted in Fig. 9 demonstrate. 33 Yet 
macroeconomic policy was exceptionally expansionary during these years, yield- 
ing unsustainably low rates of unemployment and continuously rising industrial 
vacancy rates to the end of the decade. So the behavior of wage costs may have 
been driven by inappropriate macro-policies rather than by the change of wage 
formation regime, or by the interaction of the two. In the absence of counterfactual 
evidence, no one can say what the record would have looked like had the 
traditional centralized regime persisted. 

32 Here, as elsewhere, matters are complicated. Calmfors (1993) supplies a splendid review of the 
relevant issues. 

33 Indeed, a few years later, in November 1993, the Conservative government abandoned its 
commitment to a fixed exchange rate policy, and the kronor devalued by about 25%. But these events 
are beyond the empirical range of this paper. 
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Appendix A. Record of notation and definitions 

Market (observed) Wage, wit,  the average second-quarter (pre-tax) wage for 
each percentile of worked hours in the LO-SAF (private, blue-collar) labor force, 
computed from comprehensive data collected by the Swedish Employers Associa- 
tion (SAF) from establishments, wit and wit ~ therefore pertain to equal percentile 
positions of worked hours in the second quarter of two consecutive years. The 
percentile data map very well the underlying full distributions of (millions of) 
wage payments and deviate from the corresponding distributions of individual 
hourly wage payments to the extent that the incidence of part-time private 
blue-collar employment is correlated with the relative wage. The wages include 
straight time, piece rate and holiday payments, and exclude annual vacation, 
overtime and shift payments. Two contract areas, within which individual wages 
are not recorded, are not included in the LO-SAF micro data base: the construction 
industry (byggavtalet) and the iron mill industry (st~l- och metallavtalet). The data 
base consequently covers about 80 percent of the total private blue collar 
workforce. 

Average Market Wage, w ( t ) .  

Frame Wage, w~i, the hourly wage for the ith percentile of private blue-collar 
hours (surrrogate for workers) in the second quarter of year t, as specified by 
LO-SAF central framework wage agreements; obtained by simulation of the 
agreements. 

Average Frame Wage, we(t). 

Aggregate Frame Wage Change, d w  f - ln( w f  / w _  1 ). 
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Aggregate Wage Drift, dw d - ln( w / w f  ). 

Aggregate Wage Change, A In w = l n ( w / w _  l ) =- dwf + dwd. 

Compression Push, In[ cr 2(In Wit_ 1 )//O" 2(ln wft)]. 

Dispersion Gap, In[ ~r 2(In wi t ) l i t  2(ln wft)]. 

Room, A ln(p.  [QL/(1  + T)]), where p is the international price of tradables, 
QL is average labor productivity in the tradables sector and ~- is the payroll tax 
rate (all in the second quarter of each year). 

Q, real industrial value added. 

V w, variance of relative (log) wages, or2(ln wit). 

Vacancy Rate, number of unfilled vacancies in industry in percent of the 
industrial labor force. 

Wage Share of Value Added, (w(1 + "r)/pdQL), where Pd is the domestic 
price of tradables. 

Wage Gap, A ln(w(1 + ,r)/pQL). 

Cumulative Wage Gap, EtWage Gap. 
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